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Go from city to city, all the people be flocking
Me and Nitty banging and robbing, speeding through
Gotham
Like vroom, vroom, started up, do we have a problem?
I go for that utility belt, yeah that will stop em
The over achiever, and my chateau ativa
Never be a katy perry, to catholic cleaver
To maya angelo, to angela davis
That ...motherfucker, I be writing they faces
I don't argue with haters, when they try to probate us
Pass on every generation, like this warm as the caters
Suffer now, suffer later, calling one for the ages
Getting fresher and fresher, calling one of the greatest
Ha, a new class out in hope paved the way for
A new ass that I didn't even paid for
A new pab in the salary, way more
Digging with here, being graved in your skateboard

[Hook]
Who strong in they spot? Who struggle for the best?
Who trying to take it off, but staying with your chest?
Never back down, never back down
Never let them see a sweat, never let em see you drop
Never turn the other cheek, always look em in the eyes
Never back down, never back down

Now pay attention while I refund sense
I'ma present the main event to you ladies and gents
We blowing shotties at the spottie, I dare a hater to try
me
The flow will be catching bodies, you'll think that the
nameless gody
Ah, who bring the fire back arson?
Who player like a Spartan now she on the milk carton, a
moster
You know my mantra, inner con with raster
We don't fuck with impostors, we only prosper
Harder than a play from out of state, I'm rolling up a
doobie on a rapper mixtape
Digger told me get em so I got em
Now these weak emcees run for cover when I spot em
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Shoot fly swat em, better get these mothers when ... em
Off top aura, but we coming from the bottom
Man I'm too legit to quit, so niggas feel like I ain't got
shit
Talk with look at these licks no clicks, get a rap chick up
off my dick!

[Hook]
Who strong in they spot? Who struggle for the best?
Who trying to take it off, but staying with your chest?
Never back down, never back down
Never let them see a sweat, never let em see you drop
Never turn the other cheek, always look em in the eyes
Never back down, never back down
Aha aha, we ain't going nowhere, 
Aha aha, we ain't going nowhere, 
Never back down, never back down.
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